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AUDIOVALLEY
Feedback from the half-year results presentation (+)
(Company)

We note from the presentation :
1/ Targetspot remains the group's powerful growth driver. The 9-month growth
is impressive, particularly in North America (+80% in Q3 after +72% in H1),
where the advertising market has rebounded strongly. Europe is lagging
behind, with stop-and-go phases, but since the beginning of September, the
region seems ready to rebound in unison. The end of the year thus promises to
be very dynamic across the regions. Targetspot seems to be in a position to
achieve a growth of +50% at constant exchange rates for the whole year. The
group is constantly working to launch new inventory formats (text-to-audio,
audio in video, gaming) which could broaden its addressable market and enrich
its value proposition.
2/ Audiovalley pursues its investments to structure a second growth engine in
the artist services business. Historically under the Jamendo brand, these
activities will be reorganized. The group's ambition here also seems quite
immense. The new organization will be disclosed at Midem (November 16) and
along with it the range of services that the group wishes to provide to artists.
The division should take the name of Winamp (the name of the famous player)
and include a range of services including Bridger, the entity dedicated to the
management of copyrights (whose launch is confirmed for January 1st 2022).
We understand that Winamp will host or manage all categories of artist
revenue (from various rights to live music, merchandising, etc.). Thanks to
digital, the independent artist segment has become a full market within the
music industry, but no global platform yet comes along to offer, in a kind of
super-app, a one-stop-shop of services. As there is a Spotify for music
consumers, the group's ambition might be to create an equivalent service for
artists.
The group is perfectly positioned on two markets with very high potential that
can lead to change its scale business in just a few years. Buy opinion and TP of €
6.2 maintained.
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Buy, TP of 6,2 € - Jean-Pierre Tabart : +33 1 55 35 69 41
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